Prediction of the positioning of the seven transmembrane alpha-helices of bacteriorhodopsin. A molecular simulation study.
We have applied a search strategy for determining the optimal packing of protein secondary structure elements to the rotational positioning of the seven transmembrane helices of bacteriorhodopsin. The search is based on the assumption that the relative orientations of the helices within the bundle are conditioned principally by inter-helix side-chain interactions and that the extra-helical parts of the protein have only a minor influence on the bundle conformation. Our approach performs conformational energy optimization using a predetermined set of side-chain rotamers and appropriate methods for sampling the conformational space of peptide fragments with fixed backbone geometries. The final solution obtained for bacteriorhodopsin places each of the seven helices to a precision of a few degrees in rotation around the helical axis and to a few tenths of an ångström in translation along the helical axis with respect to the best experimental structure obtained by electron diffraction, except for helix D, where our results support the suggestion that this helix should be displaced along its axis toward its N terminus. The perspectives of such an approach for the determination of the structures of other transmembrane helical bundles are discussed.